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THERMALLY ACTUATED RELEASE 
MECHANISM 

This application is assigned to the United States Gov 
ernment as represented by the Secretary of the Navy. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to devices for protecting against 
pressure build up resulting from undesirable overheating 
and, more particularly, to a thermally actuated release 
mechanism for venting of a container such as a rocket casing 
Where the pressure build up can result in catastrophic 
damage to personnel and property in the vicinity. 
As a result of a number of Well publiciZed accidents in 

recent years involving premature and inadvertent activation 
of munitions With resultant loss of life among service 
personnel as Well as other damage, there has been an 
increased emphasis on “insensitive munitions” Which are 
safer to store, handle and use. A speci?c problem relates to 
the build up of combustion gases in rocket motors and 
similar devices When the ignition temperature of the con 
tents of the rocket is reached inadvertently. The inadvertent 
elevation of temperature can occur, for example, When 
storing, handling, or deploying rockets in the vicinity of a 
?re or jet exhaust or the like. A failure or inability to vent 
these gases can result in catastrophic damage personnel and 
property. 
Anumber of attempts have been made to achieve venting 

of rocket casings including the use of explosive charges to 
rupture the casing, the use of various mechanisms to be 
actuated or deactuated prior to use of the rocket and complex 
pressure vessels designed to disintegrate upon heating. None 
of these attempts has produced a universal solution. Typi 
cally these attempted solutions have been bulky and com 
plex in design resulting in increased costs, decreased reli 
ability and, in some cases, adding an additional haZard. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide a 
safer rocket by providing a simple, inexpensive yet effective 
release mechanism for achieving venting of a rocket con 
tainer under elevated temperatures and internal pressure. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide such a 
release mechanism Which is compact and conserves space 
Within the rocket casing. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide such a 
release mechanism Which can be used in a variety of other 
applications requiring relief from pressure build up. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is sectional vieW of a ?rst preferred embodiment 
of a release mechanism according to this invention. 

FIG. 2 is sectional vieW of a second embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG. 3 is sectional vieW of a third embodiment of the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Referring noW to the draWings, particularly FIG. 1, there 
is shoWn a ?rst embodiment of this invention. Aportion of 
a rocket casing system, shoWn generally at 10, has a main aft 
section 12 and a forWard section 13 attached thereto. Section 
13 includes a threaded portion 14 for receiving a Warhead 
(not shoWn) in threaded engagement. Section 12 contains 
the rocket motor propellant (not shoWn). At the joint 
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betWeen sections 12 and 13, section 12 has an inner com 
ponent 16 Which engages an outer component 18 of section 
13. It Will be understood that sections 12 and 13 are 
cylindrical in shape. Inner component 16 includes a series of 
prongs 20 arranged circumferentially With tang portions 22 
Which normally engage With a groove or slot portion 24 on 
the inner diameter of outer component 18. A second groove 
or slot portion 26 on the inner diameter of outer component 
18 contains a ring 28 made of a thermally responsive “shape 
memory” material such as Nitinol, an alloy of nickel and 
titanium. The Nitinol ring 28 is annealed to a con?guration 
in Which its inner diameter is equal to its ?nal diameter after 
heating; Which diameter is smaller than the normal func 
tioning diameter of the joint betWeen sections 12 and 13. 
After annealing, the ring 28 is sWaged or pressed into groove 
26. When the ring 28 is heated past its crystalline transition 
temperature, it reverts to its annealed con?guration, thus 
constricting inner component 16 and disengaging it from the 
outer component 18 thereby unlatching sections 12 and 13. 
A Wall portion 30 divides the interior of sections 12 and 13 
and abuts inner component 16. Since the temperature rise at 
ring 28 is accompanied by a build up of pressure in the 
interior of section 13, Wall 30 cooperates to disengage the 
sections. Although the latching mechanism Which maintains 
sections 12 and 13 in locked together engagement has been 
shoWn as series of prong members, portions of Which engage 
a groove in the outer component, it Will be understood that 
other latching mechanisms such as a lock Wire, threads or 
the like can be employed so long as the latching mechanism 
does not prevent compression of the inner component 16 to 
a diameter at Which it disengages from outer component 18. 
Further this diameter must be Within the “shape memory” of 
the Nitinol ring. The ring 28 alloWs the inner component 16 
to remain engaged With outer component 18 in normal use 
and operation and the joint betWeen casing sections 12 and 
13 is normally engaged until it is deactivated by an outside 
intervention or by the ring 28 through heating. Ignition 
temperatures for double base rocket propellant are approxi 
mately 250° F. More modern composite propellants ignite in 
approximately the 300° F. to 400° F. range. Therefore, the 
crystalline transition temperature of the ring 28 should be 
beloW those ignition temperatures for use in rocket appli 
cations. 

Referring to FIG. 2, a casing portion, shoWn generally at 
10a, includes sections 12a and 13a. A Nitinol ring or sleeve 
28a is annealed to a con?guration in Which its outer diameter 
is equal to its ?nal diameter after exposure to heat; Which 
diameter is less than the normal functioning diameter of the 
joint betWeen sections 12a and 13a. The ring 28a is 
assembled into the inner component 16a after the insertion 
of the inner component 16a into outer component 18a. Ring 
28a is then sWaged or otherWise forced radially outWard, 
thereby increasing its diameter and forcing the inner com 
ponent 16a into engagement With outer component 18a. 
When the sleeve 28a is heated beyond its transition 
temperature, ring or sleeve 28a retracts to its annealed 
con?guration thereby releasing inner component 16a from 
its engagement With outer component 18a to return to its 
normal disengaged condition. 

Referring to FIG. 3, there is shoWn generally at 10b a third 
embodiment of this invention incorporating the features of 
both FIGS. 1 and 2. In this embodiment, When the rings or 
sleeves 28b and 28c are heated beyond their transition 
temperatures, inner sleeve 28b releases and outer ring 28 
pushes inner component 16b radially inWard to effect dis 
engagement of sections 12b and 13b. This arrangement 
achieves positive locking in both the engaged and disen 
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gaged positions Without relying on the properties of the 
inner component 16b to engage or disengage from outer 
component 18b. 

It can be seen that the objects of the invention have been 
achieved and a thermally actuated release mechanism has 
been provided Which is compact, simple in construction, 
inexpensive effective and Which can be useful at providing 
venting in other applications. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A thermally actuated release device, comprising: 
a container system having ?rst and second sections, the 

container being subject to deleterious temperature and 
pressure build up from Within the container, 

means for latching the ?rst and second sections together 
having locked and unlocked positions, and; 

a shape memory alloy mounted in operative engagement 
With and separately from the latching means, having a 
?rst shape When subjected to a ?rst temperature and a 
second shape When subjected to a second temperature, 
Wherein the ?rst shape forces the latching means to 
remain in the locked position and the second shape 
forces the latching means into the unlocked position. 

2. A releasing device as set forth in claim 1, Wherein the 
“shape memory” alloy comprises Nitinol. 
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3. A releasing device as set forth in claim 1, Wherein the 

latching means further comprises a series of prongs on the 
?rst section Which engage With a groove on the second 
section. 

4. A releasing mechanism as set forth in claim 1, Wherein 
the latching means provides complete engagement betWeen 
the ?rst and second sections in the locked position and 
provides complete disengagement of the ?rst and second 
sections in the unlocked position. 

5. A releasing device as set forth in claim 1, Wherein the 
container system comprises a rocket casing system. 

6. A releasing device as set forth in claim 5, further 
comprising: 

propellant Within the rocket casing system Wherein burn 
ing the propellant causes increasing pressure Within the 
rocket casing system and an operating temperature less 
than the second temperature. 

7. A releasing device as set forth in claim 6, Wherein the 
second temperature comprises from about 250° F. to about 
400° F. 


